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1. What is different about digital humanities infrastructure? We often talk about "borrowing" from the 

sciences (mainly because there's more funding) and at some foundational level of infrastructure (e.g., 

storage), there's no difference between humanities and science content. So is there some layer of an 

infrastructure stack at which point the needs or requirements of humanists differ? If so, when does this 

happen? Can this be described in terms of use cases?

2. Are there specific RDA products or recommendations that the digital humanities can adopt now? If 

not, why not? Do humanists need different types of identifiers? Are the provenance requirements 

different? Are the data models different?
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A Global First in 
Trans-Atlantic Research Funding Cooperation

• The Trans-Atlantic Platform (T-AP) is a collaboration between 
15 humanities and social science funders in South America, 
North America and Europe   

• Launched in October 2013
• Funded by the European Commission
• Expansion of the Platform to include other countries and 

funders is ongoing
• Co-led by SSHRC and the Netherlands Organisation for 

Scientific Research
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Mission and Thematic Priorities
Mission: to cultivate insights and evidence about human thought and 
behaviour in the past and present by enhancing the ability of funders, research 
organisations and researchers to engage in transnational collaboration.

Digital Scholarship is a central focus of the Platform and permeates its 
thematic priorities.

Thematic priorities:  
– Diversity, (in)equality and differences: focuses on the different ways people and 

communities interact with diversity, inequality and differences.
– New (path)ways of doing research: addresses new ways of doing research, such as 

big data, interdisciplinary collaboration with the natural sciences and co-production 
of knowledge with non-academic partners.

– Resilient and innovative societies: examines responses to emerging social, 
political, cultural and economic challenges at the global level.
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Pilot Project in Digital Scholarship

• T-AP’s inaugural funding opportunity will be focused on 
digital scholarship

• In collaboration with the Digging into Data Challenge
• Will lay the groundwork for future trans-Atlantic funding 

programmes

• Development of this funding opportunity is underway
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Pilot Project in Digital Scholarship 
Preparatory Investigations

Country Audits of National Data Infrastructure
• This survey, conducted in summer 2014, collected information from 

Platform members about their existing and planned national data 
infrastructure for research in the social sciences and humanities. 

Workshop on Digital Scholarship
• This event, which took place January 28-29, 2015, brought together 

researchers and other experts to discuss the possible thematic focus of the 
digital pilot. Topics of discussion included data priorities, research 
priorities, interdisciplinary/inter-sectorial engagement, and training, 
capacity building and impact.     
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Pilot Project in Digital Scholarship 
Current Activities and Timelines

• The Platform has assembled a working group to draft the Memorandum of 
Understanding and Call for Proposals

• Platform agreement on MOU and RFP expected in fall 2015

• Launch expected in 2015-16   
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Thank You!
We encourage you to follow our progress and share your ideas

www.transatlanticplatform.co
m
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Infrastructure Looks the Same

Persistent identifiers

Standard data types

Provenance standards

Metadata standards

Data Citation standards

Preservation solutions

Authentication and access 
Solutions

Data is more qualitative 

Data objects may exist only in the 
abstract

Provenance may predate the digital

Reproducibility requires following 
complex chains of assertions



▪ Complex annotation targets
▪ Verbal assertions
▪ The absence of data 
▪ Data which once existed but no longer does
▪ Fragments
▪ different orientations
▪ span across multiple pages (or even manuscripts or books)
▪ don't refer to the folio or page on which they exist
▪ cite content in other manuscripts or books
▪ symbols instead of texts

▪ Annotations as primary data

▪ Activity of annotation today on a continuum of ancient 
scholarly activity

Annotations as Use Case



▪ They are the building blocks humanities needs
▪ Data Types Registries
▪ PID Types
▪ Practical Policies
▪ Governance
▪ Publishing Workflow components

▪ We can and should start testing them against our use cases 

▪ But probably won’t be adopted on a large scale in the 
humanities until they are embedded in the tools and 
services we already use

So can we adopt RDA outcomes now?
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1. Digital Preservation
2. Data Archiving
3. Content Discovery, Publication, 

Visualisation
4. Training, Guidelines

…at a national level for Humanities and Social 
Sciences data…

DRI Core Services



Inspiring-
ireland.ie





What’s different in Humanities Data?

More likely to be created in non-machine readable file 
formats
Data custodian less likely to own copyright to data
Copyright may restrict re-use
Metadata may be copyrighted
Can be challenging for researchers to identify what is 
their dataset
Less training in IT/data/standards
Very traditional models of career progression and 
publication
Long-term preservation & high level of data curation
High velocity → high volume



What’s the same?

Too many metadata standards or no standards
Not enough long-term commitment for Infrastructure & 
services
Not enough recognition
Not enough imperative
Not enough support



What can we use from RDA?
Good Data Management planning, practices, training
PIDs, Data Citation, Data Publishing 
Trusted Certification
Cost Recovery Models
Preservation
Provenance
Linked Data / RDF

Include non-tabular datasets
Inclusive language - ‘researchers’
Information professionals central
Reach out & engage!

What can we improve?
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National eResearch Collaboration 
Tools and Resources

NeCTAR is an Australian Government project conducted as part of the Super Science initiative and 
financed by the Education Investment Fund and National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy 

Nigel Ward, 
nectar.org.au

Objectives
• Enhance research collaboration through the development of 

eResearch infrastructure
• Support the “connected researcher”

Research Cloud Virtual laboratories



WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT 
DIGITAL HUMANITIES 
INFRASTRUCTURE? 



Building a national data service of 
culturally significant data 

●combines information from 30 of 
Australia’s most significant cultural 
datasets

●> 2 million authoritative records 
relating to Australian Cultural Heritage



Difficult conversation:
• Ontology a troubling word for this community
Data not enough!
How to support the “nonlinear and recursive research methods practiced in the 
humanities”?



Focused on tools to support
•Interpretation
•Addition of “meaning” to the data



HuNI – Humanities Networked 
Infrastructure

• Create personal collections
• Assert relationships: “socially linked data”
• “serendipitous discovery”: navigate relationships
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• Aggregates data to support discovery
– Licensing
– Metadata
– Indexing

• Supports creation of collections
• Supports computation over the data

– Makes data available for computation
– Aggregates & configures analysis tools

Humanities differentiator: 
???

- existing data 
access methods 

not optimized for 
computation



FAIMS

“A new generation of archaeological tools”
– From (digital) collection of data in the field
– to interpreting and analysing, 
– to sharing and archiving

Challenges:
– Non-technical users, hostile deployment environments
– No cross archeology terminology!

• Highly configurable data model
• Customize the system for each deployment

Humanities 
differentiator

: 
Support 
diversity



RDA products for digital humanities?

• Provenance
• Persistent Identifiers
• Metadata
• Terminology
• …
• (many more I’m sure)

But
•Take care using the 
language of science

– Accept subjectivity
– Support flexibility
– Human actors 

“process” data also
•Humanities data 
services not always 
suited to computation



Peter Wittenberg, Senior 
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Digital Humanities 
- something special!? -

Peter Wittenburg
Max Planck Data and Compute Center – Munich

1976-2012: MPI for Psycholinguistics – Nijmegen



Humanities is Changing & Splitting

• methodologist and technologist at MPI for Psycholinguistics
a.o. statistical/stochastic/ML algorithms on text & signals, 
simulations of perceptive systems, etc.

• co-founder of CLARIN (EU/DE/NL research infrastructure)

• split at MPI
• structural Linguistics, Language & Cognition 
• Brain models, Brain Structure, Linguistic Genetics 



• about 70 international teams acting globally
• about 11 regional repositories and one central archive
• about 90 TB online archive (and 200 TB non organized)
• 6 copies of all DOs of central archive (4 external)

one of the 
languages

DOBES Programme changed culture



DOBES changed a lot globally

greatest achievements: 
• establishing trust relations and collaborating
• deposit pre-final versions (annotations, lexicons, etc.)
• agree on CoC, MD schema, organization principles and access 

levels
• agree on annotation layers and principles 
• develop a whole technology suite (Language Archiving Techn)

culture changed with global impact
• early versions seen as chance
• support of visibility, re-use (some restrictions)
• make use of advanced technology
• use central archive as reference point 
• refer from e-papers to DO fragments (citations) 
• comparative work across corpora based on data



Classical DH – what is different

• basis in classical DH are texts (books, web, etc) and images
• methods: edition, interpretation, comparison, linking, etc.

(collection building, annotating, weaving, visualization, etc)
• much more manual and non-linear analysis work
• semantics are much more complex (cultures, languages, history)
• semantic weaving on content much more important & diverse

• in DH still two “cultural” barriers:
•researchers ignore DM and directly do semantics & analytics
•speak too much in terms of tools instead of structures

• but DM is a must due to increase of DOs, collections, access, etc.
• content weaving, annotating, visualization is a layer on top of 

proper data organization
• of course: 

•there are so many “small” issues every day 
•DH has a huge amount of small databases 



DH – can we use RDA results

• if we differentiate between DM and Data Exploitation ...
• same PID system (and PIT API)

• SemWeb promote URIs – working in a stable reference system
• same DO model as described from DFT

• but are annotations DOs?
• granularity is an issue (corpora important)

• same metadata issues - compact format 
• separation metadata and content not as sharp
• extracting RDF triples + create Open Linked Data is separate
• TEI is great, but recursive machine, thus many sub-schemas

• thus – as long as we speak about external properties of DOs and 
their manipulation there is no difference 

• not always that straightforward what the DO is
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